
NuruNet
Revolutionizing Access to Education



Our Background
We are a group of young africans 
trying hard to solve problems in 
our society. We may fail but never 
stop trying

Leader is Nkugwa Mark William , 
he has a bachelor's degree in 
chemical engineering and is a 
software engineering student



The problem 
Despite the efforts of educational institutions in Uganda, many 
students still struggle to access quality education due to 
limited resources, insufficient numbers of teachers, and high 
student-to-teacher ratios. This often leads to poor academic 
performance and limited opportunities for future success



The solution: NuruNet
NuruNet aims to address this problem by providing an 
AI-powered chatbot that can answer students' questions 
and provide explanations, analogies, and summaries of 
complex topics. By leveraging the power of AI and 
technology, NuruNet aims to improve access to quality 
education and support students in their academic 
pursuits.



Benefits of NuruNet 

● Providing Accessible and Affordable 
Education

● Interactive Learning 
● Technology-Driven and Scalable 

Solution 



WHY WHATSAPP

Wide User Base: WhatsApp has over 2 billion active users worldwide, making it an ideal 
platform to reach a large number of users.

User Familiarity: Many people are already familiar with using WhatsApp, so there is no 
need to download a new app or learn a new interface.

Accessibility: WhatsApp is available on both iOS and Android devices, as well as on 
desktop computers, making it accessible to a wide range of users.

Cost-Effective: Since WhatsApp uses internet data instead of SMS, it can be a 
cost-effective option for users who may not have unlimited SMS plans.

Conversational Interface: WhatsApp's chat interface is familiar and easy to use, 
making it a natural fit for conversational AI applications like NuruNet.



HOW WE MADE IT



● We used OpenAI to power the 
question-answering capabilities of 
the platform.Making API calls to 
retrieve answers to user questions.

● We utilized Twilio to handle the 
messaging functionality of the 
platform.

● We used MongoDB as our primary 
database for storing user data, 
such as phone numbers, names, 
and conversation history.

● We used Redis as a caching layer 
to improve the performance of our 
platform. 

● Node.js as a server-side runtime 
environment to handle server-side 
logic, run scripts, and interact with 
databases and APIsTECH STACK



User Input (WhatsApp) -> Twilio API -> Node.js Server -> MongoDB (User Data) -> 
Redis (User State) -> OpenAI API -> Node.js Server -> Twilio API -> User Output 
(WhatsApp)

        

DIAGRAM FOR MORE



BUSINESS MODEL
SUBSCRIPTION PLANS

USD 0.27                               USD 1.34                                   USD 4.84
Daily                                        Weekly                                       Monthly



Target Market

Children and Young Adults
age : 8 to 20
Location: African, sub rural 
sub-urban and urban

Parents
Age: 25 to 45
Income: 50 dollars and above
Location: African, sub rural , 
sub-urban and urban



Try Out NuruNet  



Scan or
Click Here

WhatsAppLink

Scan or
Click Here

   WhatsAppBusinessLink

https://wa.me/256750839750?text=Hi
https://wa.me/256750839750?text=Hi&app=business


THANK YOU 


